
 

 
Estonia, Kehala, Kehala ring 

                                     

Invitation 
                       

Dear Sirs and Ladies! 

On 3rd – 4th of September 2021, in Kehala ring will take place „superfinaalid“ Baltic Drift Championship 

 

Estonian Drift Association is glad to invite You to take part of this event. 

 

Event is for: Latvian, Lithuanian and Estonian pro and Estonian semipro and street classes. 

 

Schedule 

Friday 3.09.2021 

11:00 gates open for participants 

11:20- 17:00 reg/and tec 

13:00 street and semipro drivers briefing 

13:30- 15:15 street training 

14:00 gates open for spectators 

15:15 track service paus 

15:35- 17:15 semipro training 

17:00 baltic pro reg.tech. 

17:30 street ja semipro qual. briefing 

17:30 Street qual. 

19:00 Semipro qual. 

20:00 Baltic PRO Test and tune 

 

 

 



Saturday 4.09.2021 

 

8:00 gates open for participants 

8:30 street, semipro, pro drivers breifing 

9:00 gates open for spectators 

9:05-10:35 pro training 

10:45 street/semipro warmup 2 rounds (L)(C) 

12:00 opening Ceremony 

12:40 pro qual. 

13:30 street TOP16 

15:00 semipro TOP16 

16:30 pro TOP16 

18:00“Supefinals“ TOP32 

All classes, only Estonian licenced drivers 

20:30 Prize giving ceremony 

 

 

 

Registration : http://www.driftime.ee/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/form.php?id=1 
 

 

1. Regarding the entry fees 

 

 
All classes participation fee is 95.- and you get 1 drivers ticket, and 2 crew tickets 
 
ONLY  for Latvians and Lithuanians there is possibility to buy 2 extra tickets for  15.- each up on entry to Venue 
 
For participating Baltic pro, there is extra fee for 30.-  will be shared between top 3 drivers in the end of the season.  

 

 

2. Venue 

 

http://www.driftime.ee/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/form.php?id=1


3. Track layout 

 
 

 

4. Mandatory for the drivers: 

 

 

1. Use Full Under car mats miinimum thickness 1,5mm  miinimum size 3mx5m per car. 100% of the car must 

be on the matt when car is stationary at the pits, any missunderstandings, or defiance will end up DSQ and 

sent out from the race venue immediately, no warnings, No refunds.  

2. 6kg fire extinguisher per 2 car pit area.  

3. Smoking only on designated areas.  

4. Every pit box must have trash bag, please use them.  

5. Pleace remove all oil or ohter leakages before event, technical inspection will be sharp on those matters, use 

oil catch cans. 

6. Competition pre-registration ends 24 hours before the start of the competition. 

According to pre-registration list, a technical inspection schedule is created and this will be published no later 

than 12 hours before the competition. 

7. The technical inspection schedule is published on the www.driftime.ee website and in the Sportity app 

(password: EstDrift2021). 

8. DONT BE LATE TO TECNICAL INSPECTION  

 

 

http://www.driftime.ee/


 
 

   

We appreciate that you are interested in this event and are looking forward to meet you in 
Estonia, Vinni Vald, Kehala ring.  

 
PRESS and Media 

Press@driftime.ee 

Kerli Mängel  

Cell phone +372 50 76062 

kerli@driftime.ee 

 

Overall questions 

Marko Opmann 

Cell phone: +372 52 55561 

marko@driftime.ee 

Track and technical questions 

Kristjan Salmre  

Cell phone: +372 52 89380 

sallu@driftime.ee  

 

Secretary 

info@driftime.ee 

Liis Maarand 

Cell phone +372 51 54453 
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